
Material gains
Chunky Carrara marble worksurfaces  

enhance the luxurious feel, and herringbone  
parquet flooring adds another layer of  

texture, pattern and visual interest

THE OWNERS Daniel 
Mahony, an interior designer, 
his wife AnnaClaire, and 
their two-year-old son Alfie

THEIR HOME A two-
bedroom, split-level 
penthouse apartment in  
a late-Victorian red brick 
end-of-terrace building

THE PROJECT As part  
of a whole flat renovation, 
the kitchen was extended  
by knocking through  
two adjoining bedrooms, 

which were relocated  
to the upper level

ROOM SIZE 6.7 x 4.9m 
(kitchen area only)

DESIGNER Daniel Mahony 
in collaboration with Studio 
Duggan interior design

CABINETRY Bespoke  
spray-painted MDF with 
oak-veneer carcasses, 
£15,000, Rudy & Newman

BUDGET Around £22,000

Project profile

Daniel and AnnaClaire Mahony were open to new ideas when  
it came to redesigning their penthouse apartment’s kitchen

Feature MAXINE CLARKE Photography FIONA WALKER-ARNOTT

SKY’S THE LIMIT

N ew Zealanders Daniel and AnnaClaire 
Mahony pulled out all the stops  
when it came to designing the  
kitchen in their newly renovated 
home. Inspiration came courtesy of 

the location, in a trendy part of west London. 
When the couple bought the property, they 

obtained permission to extend the top floor and 
reconfigure the floorplan. ‘In the original layout, the 
sitting room and reception area were on the top floor 
with a kitchen and two compact bedrooms below,’ 
says Daniel. ‘It meant you’d cook your dinner and go 
upstairs to dine. So we rejigged the plan, opening up 
the downstairs area into a spacious open-plan 
kitchen, dining and living room.’ Studio Duggan, 
the company Daniel regularly works with, assisted 
with the interior design. ‘I wanted the place to look 

unique, lived in and homely, with interesting 
colours,’ says Daniel. ‘We also wanted a mixture of 
old and new, rather than a sleek scheme.’

Following a series of meetings with Tiffany 
Duggan and her design team, an adventurous plan, 
featuring an arresting combination of materials and 
textures, took shape. ‘We designed the cabinetry 
ourselves and had it built and fitted on site, and came 
up with options for worktops and tiles,’ says Daniel. 

Daniel and AnnaClaire’s kitchen isn’t simply 
about aesthetics, however – everything has been 
carefully considered, resulting in a stylish, practical 
and hard-working space. ‘We’re returning to New 
Zealand shortly, as we’d prefer to raise our son,  
Alfie, there,’ says Daniel. ‘But we’ll still visit 
frequently, and wanted our UK pied à terre to be as  
comfortable and family-friendly as possible.’
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Was this a straightforward project?
It took a lot longer than we’d hoped – about six 
months. We’d planned for the island to be open 
underneath, like a big table, but because we’d 
need to exit the apartment through the kitchen  
in the event of a fire, we had to install sprinklers. 
All the equipment for this needed to be near the 
water supply, which meant housing it in the island. 
Actually, it worked out better because we’ve now 
got the dishwasher and heat-pump for the 
boiling-water tap housed in there, too. 

What about the rest of the cabinetry?
The new space needed custom-made furniture  

to make it more efficient. We made the units 
according to the dimensions of the space and so 
each zone would flow. We designed the cabinetry 
and provided the builders with the drawings, and 
they built it to our specifications.

Tell us about the worksurface materials
AnnaClaire and I chose honed Carrara marble 
worktops instead of a more traditional glossy finish, 
because the look adds a bit of softness to the 
kitchen. It also has a better aesthetic and a bit more 
texture. We opted for a stained-oak top on the 
cooker run to separate the two surfaces, with the 
marble island being the centrepiece of the kitchen.

Where did the splashback come from?
We needed something to connect the kitchen 
with the rest of the look we’d established. As the 
project progressed, we grew confident about 
colour and texture, and the design team came 
up with a range of unusual and striking tiles.

And the flooring?
It’s a fired-oak timber, and we worked closely 
with the flooring company to come up with our 
own silvery/brown stain. We decided on a 
herringbone design because we love the look, 
texture and the feel of it. It’s an engineered floor 
that’s really hardy, and seems to wear very well. 

‘WE CHOSE THE CURVED, RUSTIC SPLASHBACK TILES TO OFFSET THE SLICK, 

ANGULAR LINES OF THE MARBLE ISLAND’   Tiffany Duggan, Studio Duggan

Focal feast
The eye-catching splashback is made up of antiqued teardrop-

shaped tiles from Fired Earth. They help anchor the look by 
picking out the colours featured elsewhere in the room

D E S I G N  S O L U T I O N  D an iel  explai ns…

Best bar none 
Painted in Farrow & Ball’s Stiffkey 

Blue, the bar unit features a 
glamorous hammered-copper 
splashback and built-in wine 

fridge. It also acts as a divider 
between the kitchen-diner  

and living area

Precious metal
Industrial-style copper 
pendant lights add a 
touch of gloss and 

contrast dramatically 
with the matt finish of 

the handleless cabinetry 
and feature splashback
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For stockist details turn to page 126

The layout

Light location
When the staircase was 

removed and relocated, the 
couple opted for a glass 
balustrade to maintain  

a bright open feel
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The details
CABINETRY Bespoke spray-painted MDF units 
with oak-veneer carcasses, £15,000, Rudy & 
Newman. Cabinetry paint, Hardwick White  
and Stiffkey Blue estate eggshell, both £53 for  
2.5 litres, Farrow & Ball

SURFACES Wall paint, Hardwick White estate 
emulsion, £36 for 2.5 litres, Farrow & Ball. 
Worktops in honed Carrara marble, £1,644, 
Verona marble; 90mm Deluxe oak, £410, Worktop 
Express. Splashback in Paris Cabaret wall tiles in 
Sage, Opal, Turquoise, Cream, £712.58sq m, Fired 
Earth. Hand-beaten copper sheets, £240, Metal 
Sheets. Versailles parquet flooring in Gainsboro, 
£74.73sq m, Cheville Parquet

APPLIANCES Electric oven, £970; combi 
microwave, £629; induction hob, £810, all 
Miele. Telescopic cooker hood, £290; fridge 
freezer, £710; dishwasher, £420, all Neff. 
Wine cooler, £408, Baumatic

SINK AND TAP Kubus single-bowl sink in 
stainless steel, £250; Minerva 3-in-1 kettle tap  
in chrome, £710,both Franke. ISE 55 waste-
disposal unit, £199, InSinkErator

FINISHING TOUCHES Leather top adjustable  
bar stools, £120 each, Rockett St George. Coolicon 
pendant type lamp in copper, £75, Artifact 
Lighting. Scratch tall white porcelain bottle  
vase, £25, Habitat, is similar to this one. Cushions 
from a selection, Zara Home. Round plank top 
dining table, £550, The Old Cinema. Hans J 
Wenger-style Wishbone chair in black, £129,  
Cult Furniture. For an Eero Saarinen coffee  
table like this one try Skandium, £3,500. Stella 
corner sofa, from £1,690, Sofa.com. Curtains, 
price on application, Studio Duggan. Fissler  
18cm stew pot, from £165, Selfridges. Oak pestle  
& mortar, £16; long paddle chopping board,  
£12, Sainsbury’s. Rounded wood chopping 
board, £35, The White Company

‘WE WENT THROUGH DIFFERENT OPTIONS WITH THE INTERIOR 

DESIGN TEAM AND, TO ACHIEVE AN INDIVIDUAL LOOK, WE TRIED TO 

PUSH IT FURTHER AND BE BRAVER IN OUR DECISION-MAKING’


